
SKILLSCOMMONS ACCESSIBILITY 
CHECKPOINTS

METHODS FOR HTML FORMATS
(ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGIES)



Evaluation time

Estimate evaluation time per book: 

• Novice rater: Approx. 3 hours  

• Experienced rater: 2.5 ~ 3 hours

Depending on book content and amount of material, 

• STEM books

• Books with more pages

• Books with lots of images

• Complex web format

Takes longer to evaluate



Accessibility Checkpoints

1. Accessibility 
Documentation

2. Text Access

3. Text Adjustment

4. Reading Layout

5. Reading Order

6. Structural 
Markup/Navigation

7. Tables

8. Hyperlinks

9. Color and Contrast

10. Language

11. Images

12. Multimedia

13. Flickering

14. STEM

15. Interactive Elements



How to access texts

STEPS:
1. Visit Cool4Ed eTextbook Reviews site @ 

http://www.cool4ed.org/reviews.html

http://www.cool4ed.org/reviews.html


How to access texts

STEPS:
1. Visit Cool4Ed eTextbook Reviews site @ 

http://www.cool4ed.org/reviews.html
2. Select desired titles
3. Search for preferred formats
4. Download text

http://www.cool4ed.org/reviews.html


How to access texts

STEPS:
2. Select desired titles



How to access texts

3. Search for preferred format and download text



Formats

Online texts are available in 
various formats and should be 
evaluated based on the following 
rankings:

1. EPUB3
2. HTML
3. Microsoft Word 
4. PDF



Formats

In other words, EPUB3 is ideal, 
but if it is not available, we 
move down the list and search 
for the next available format

4. Download textbook or open 
link (if applicable) (HTML)



Formats

Note: This is an OpenStax 
text. Although EPUB3 isn’t 
listed, it is available!

To determine if there is an 
EPUB3 format for OpenStax 
texts, additional navigation is 
required.



How to access texts

From the “Web View” select “Get This Book!”



How to access texts

Now you can download the EPUB file!

Note: At the time of this writing, only 

OpenStax texts have been found to 

need additional navigation. All other 

texts have been found to clearly list 

out all available formats.



Checklist

All information obtained from textbook evaluation will be entered 
into checklists:



Checklist

For every book, enter the following:
• Content area
• Name of book
• Format (i.e., EPUB, HTML, Word, or PDF)
• OS used (e.g., Microsoft; Windows)
• For EPUB, Word, and PDF formats: Total number of pages 

(obtained from Word or PDF format preferably, if available)
• For HTML only: Total number of chapters 

Note: Only Windows 

will be used for 

analysis until Apple 

equivalents are 

decided upon.



Checklist

Example for the EPUB format of Introductory Statistics (PDF 
version has 863 pages)

Select content type 

from dropdown list

Enter name of 

book in its entirety

Select format  and OS – note: each 

format has a different checklist
Only for HTML

https://openstaxcollege.org/textbooks/introductory-statistics/get


Checklist

Note: When certain information is entered such as the number 
of pages or number of chapters, certain information in the 
checklist is updated: 



Checklist

This information is based upon predetermined values for the 
amount of information that needs to be evaluated. You only 
need to round up to the next page count (or link count).

173 pages

87 pages

87 pages

173 pages

173 pages



Checklist

The percentages used are included in this presentation, but that 
is only for your reference – the checklist will fill out this 
information for you!

173 pages

87 pages

87 pages

173 pages

173 pages



Skills Commons Accessibility Checkpoints

All information obtained from textbook evaluation will be entered 
into the checkpoints document:

Enter info 

such as the 

pages you 

evaluated 

here as well.



Pass, Fail, or N/A?

• Evaluate material based on the amount of material 

included in the checklist.

• If there is no related materials, mark N/A for that 

checkpoint. The only exception are Acc Documentation

and Flickering. 

No Acc Doc = FailNo Flickering = Pass



• Ratings are on a scale of 1-10

Ratings

1 5 10

Fail Pass

• Failure to meet a checkpoint (Fail) should not be rated 

above a 7

• Meeting a checkpoint (Pass) should not be rated below a 7

7

|



HTML 



HTML Evaluation Requirements

OS 
• Windows OS (XP or above)

Require Downloading
• NVDA (Download)
• Google Chrome (Download)

• Care your eyes (Google Chrome extensions) (Download)
• Color Contrast Analyzer- CCA (Download)

http://www.nvaccess.org/download/
https://www.google.com/chrome/browser/desktop/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/care-your-eyes/fidmpnedniahpnkeomejhnepmbdamlhl?hl=en
http://www.paciellogroup.com/resources/contrastanalyser/


NVDA
Keep in mind when using NVDA:

● Make sure that NumLock is off.

● Try using only the keyboard.

● For more keyboard shortcut (Click here)

http://webaim.org/resources/shortcuts/nvda


1. Accessibility Documentation

For the textbooks’ organizations, find the following:
☑URL to formal Accessibility Policy
☑URL to accessibility statements
☑URL to Accessibility Evaluation Report

☑Look on the Merlot website for the links.



Accessibility Documentation: Checkpoint 1 parts A, B, and C

Pass =  

There was a URL address found for the formal accessibility policy/accessibility 

statement/accessibility evaluation report. Google Chrome was used to access and 

evaluate this text.

Fail = 

There was no URL address found for the formal accessibility policy/accessibility 

statement/accessibility evaluation report. Google Chrome was used to access and 

evaluate this text.



2. Text Access

☑The text of the digital resource is available to assistive 
technology that allows the user to enable text-to-
speech (TTS) functionality 



Text Access

STEPS:
1. Download NVDA
2. Open the book with Google Chrome 
3. Activate NVDA 

(Ctrl + Alt + N)
4. Use NVDA to read from top of the page (Numpad +)

Use Ctrl to stop

Note: make sure your speaker is on!



5. The text content should be read in a manner that is clear and 
understandable to the listener.

6. If elements of the text are not read adequately take that into 
account when scoring this checkpoint

7. Base your score off of the amount of passing material

2. Text Access



Text Access: Checkpoint 2 Text to Speech

Pass = 

3/3 chapters pass for text to speech. Chapters 1 through 3 were used for this checkpoint. All 

evaluated chapters were read by the screen reader NVDA completely and correctly. Google 

Chrome and the screen reader NVDA were used to access and evaluate this text. 

Fail = 

0/3 chapters pass for text to speech. Chapters 1 through 3 were used for this checkpoint. All 

evaluated chapters failed to be read by the screen reader NVDA correctly. NVDA would skip 

bolded text, spell out random words, and not read entire paragraphs if a figure was present. 

Google Chrome and the screen reader NVDA were used to access and evaluate this text. 



3. Text Adjustment (Size)

☑ The text allows the user to adjust the font size

STEPS:
1. Open the book with Google Chrome
2. Click on Menu > Zoom “+” for increase, “-” for decrease
3. Check text size between the range of 50% to 200%
4. Do not check for text reflow in this checkpoint



3. Text Adjustment (size)
1. Open the book with Google Chrome
2. Click on Menu > Zoom “+” for increase, “-” for decrease



Text Adjustment: Checkpoint 3 A, Compatible (Size)

Fail = 

0/5 chapters pass for text size adjustment. Chapters 1, 4, 6, 8, and 12 were used for this 

checkpoint. Text size was able to be adjusted between 75% to 200% zoom on all 

chapters; however, text size was not able to be adjusted below 75% zoom. Google 

Chrome was used to access and evaluate this text.

Pass = 

5/5 chapters pass for text size adjustment. Chapters 1, 4, 6, 8, and 12 were used for this 

checkpoint. Text size was able to be adjusted between 50% to 200% zoom on all 

chapters. Google Chrome was used to access and evaluate this text.



3. Text Adjustment (Color)
☑ The text allows the user to adjust the font and background color

STEPS:
1. Download “Care your Eyes” 
2. Open the book with Google Chrome and click on the Care your 

eyes icon 
3. > Select Night Mode > See if the font/background color changes
4. > Select Reseda Mode > See if the font/background color changes
5. Base your score off of the Night Mode but include a statement 

regarding what happens when in Reseda Mode



3. Text Adjustment (color)
1. Download “Care your Eyes” @ 

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/care-your-
eyes/fidmpnedniahpnkeomejhnepmbdamlhl?hl=en

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/care-your-eyes/fidmpnedniahpnkeomejhnepmbdamlhl?hl=en


3. Text Adjustment (color)
2. Open the book with Google Chrome and click on the Care 

your eyes icon > Select Night Mode > See if the 
font/background color changes > Score accordingly > Select 
Reseda Mode



3. Text Adjustment (color)
Example: Accessible website for font/background



Pass = 

3/3 chapters pass for adjustment of the font and background color. Chapters 1 through 3 were 

used for this checkpoint. All evaluated chapters accurately changed the font and background 

color when “Night mode” was selected in Care your Eyes. All chapters failed to change font 

and background colors when Reseda mode was selected. Google Chrome and the Google 

extension Care Your Eyes were used to access and evaluate this text.

Fail = 

0/3 chapters pass for adjustment of the font and background color. Chapters 1 through 3 were 

used for this checkpoint. All evaluated chapters failed to accurately change the font and 

background color when “Night mode” was selected in Care your Eyes. Large portions of the 

text were embedded within white text boxes. All chapters changed font and background colors 

when Reseda mode was selected. Google Chrome and the Google extension Care Your Eyes 

were used to access and evaluate this text.

Text Adjustment: Checkpoint 3 B, Adjust font and colors



4. Reading Layout (Reflow)
☑Text of the digital resource allows the user to reflow the 

text by specifying the margins and line spacing

STEPS:
1. Open the book with Google Chrome
2. Click on Menu > Zoom “+” for increase, “-” for decrease
3. Check if the text reflows (wraps without being cutoff or 

requiring a horizontal scroll bar)
4. Check text size between 50% to 200%



Text Adjustment vs. Reflow

Passes for text adjustment because 

text is adjustable up to 200%

BUT it does not reflow, therefore it 

fails for reflow. 



Pass = 

3/3 chapters pass for reflow of the text. Chapters 1 through 3 were used for this checkpoint. All 

evaluated chapters successfully reflowed the text without resulting in cutoff text or the use of 

horizontal scrollbars when the font size was adjusted between 50% to 200% zoom. Google 

Chrome was used to access and evaluate this text.

Fail =  

1/3 chapters pass for reflow of the text. Chapters 1 through 3 were used for this checkpoint. 

Chapter 2 successfully reflowed the text without resulting in cutoff text or the use of a horizontal 

scrollbar when the font size was adjusted between 50% to 200% zoom. Chapters 1 and 3 

required horizontal scrollbars to view the text at 150% zoom and above. Google Chrome was 

used to access and evaluate this text.

Reading Layout: Checkpoint 4 A, Reflow the Text



4. Reading Layout (Page # match)

☑ If the digital resource is an electronic alternative to printed 
materials, the page numbers correspond to the printed 
material

***Compare pages numbers (or chapter content if no page 
numbers provided) with printed material page numbers (PDF if 
no hard copy)

***If printed material not available, mark N/A



4. Reading Layout (Page # match)

Do the page numbers correspond to the printed text?
Or does the chapter content match if there are no page numbers?

STEPS:
1. Randomly select TEN pages from your online text from each third

of the book (i.e., middle, beginning, and end)
2. Find corresponding pages in printed book or in PDF version
3. Determine if page numbers are the same in both versions or 

determine if the text content is the same if no page numbers are 
provided



4. Reading Layout (Page # match)
Printed Book – Page 14

HTML Book – Page 44



Pass = 

3/3 chapters pass for page number match. Chapters 1 through 3 were used for this checkpoint. 
The HTML version of the text did not have page numbers so chapter content was compared to 
the PDF version of the text. All chapter content matched the PDF text chapter content. Google 
Chrome and Adobe Acrobat XI Pro were used to access and evaluate this text.

Fail = 

0/3 chapters pass for page number match. Chapters 1 through 3 were used for this checkpoint. 
The page numbers in HTML did not match the corresponding PDF page numbers. Google 
Chrome and Adobe Acrobat XI Pro were used to access and evaluate this text.

N/A = 

There was no PDF or printed version of this text available. Google Chrome was used to access 
and evaluate this text.

Reading Layout: Checkpoint 4 B, Page # match printed 

material & reflow of text



5. Reading Order
☑Reading order for digital resource content logically 

corresponds to the visual layout of the page when 
rendered by assistive technology 

STEPS:
1. Open the book with Google Chrome
2. Locate 5 pages ( include page # in the reports) that 

contains a more complicated layout
3. Use the NVDA to read from top of the page (Numpad 

+) and check if the reading order is logical 



Pass = 

3/3 chapters pass for reading order of the digital resource layout. Chapters 1 through 3 
were used for this checkpoint. All chapters were read by the screen reader NVDA in a 
manner that followed the visual layout of the webpage without skipping text content. 
Google Chrome and the screen reader NVDA were used to access and evaluate this text.

Fail = 

0/3 chapters pass for reading order of the digital resource layout. Chapters 1 through 3 
were used for this checkpoint. All chapters failed to read in a manner that followed the 
visual layout of the webpage without skipping text content. The screen reader NVDA would 
start to read and then it would skip to an image or content in the margin before returning to 
the previous location or would leave out entire text sections. Google Chrome and the 
screen reader NVDA were used to access and evaluate this text.

Reading Order: Checkpoint 5, Digital Resource Layout



6. Structural Markup / Navigation Text

☑The text of the digital resource includes markup (e.g. 
tags or styles) that allows for navigation by key 
structural elements (chapters, headings, pages) using 
assistive technology 

STEPS:
1. Open the book with Google Chrome 

and activate NVDA
2. Use heading quick keys (H & 1-6) 

to check for all heading levels
Use the Shift key to search previous headings



Pass = 

3/3 chapters pass for structural markup navigation of the text. Chapters 1 through 3 were used 

for this checkpoint. The screen reader NVDA was able to identify text headings for chapters 

and sections using the NVDA hot key “H” for all evaluated chapters. Heading levels were also 

identified. Google Chrome and the screen reader NVDA were used to access and evaluate this 

text.

Fail = 

0/3 chapters pass for structural markup navigation of the text. Chapters 1 through 3 were used 

for this checkpoint. The screen reader NVDA was not able to identify text headings for chapters 

and sections using the NVDA hot key “H” for all evaluated chapters. Heading levels were also 

not identified. Google Chrome and the screen reader NVDA were used to access and evaluate 

this text.

Structural Markup: Checkpoint 6 A, Navigation Text



☑ The text of the digital resource includes markup for bullets and 
numbered lists that is compatible with assistive technology 

STEPS:
1. Open the book with Google Chrome 

and activate NVDA
1. Locate a list
2. Use List quick keys (L) to check 

if the program can recognize it as 
a list.

3. Use List quick keys (I) to check if the 
program can recognize each item in the list

**Repeat the steps for 10 lists***

6. Structural Markup / Lists



Pass = 

10/10 lists pass for structural markup navigation. Chapters 1 through 3 were used for this 

checkpoint.  Lists were found in chapter 1 section 4(3), section 6(2), chapter 2 section 2(4), and 

chapter 3 section 6(1). The screen reader NVDA was able to identify all lists and list items 

using the NVDA hot keys “L” and “I”. Google Chrome and the screen reader NVDA were used 

to access and evaluate this text.

Fail = 

0/10 lists pass for structural markup navigation. Chapters 1 through 3 were used for this 

checkpoint. Lists were found in chapter 1 section 4(3), section 6(2), chapter 2 section 2(4), and 

chapter 3 section 6(1). The screen reader NVDA was not able to identify all lists and list items 

using the NVDA hot keys “L” and “I”. However, the lists were still read by the screen reader 

NVDA which is why although this checkpoint fails it was scored with a 6. Google Chrome and 

the screen reader NVDA were used to access and evaluate this text.

Structural Markup: Checkpoint 6 B, Navigation Lists



☑ If the text of the digital resource is delivered within an 
ebook reader application, a method is provided that 
allows users to bypass the reader interface and move 
directly to the text content that is compatible with 
assistive technology 

**Not using reader application, mark N/A on the reports**

6. Structural Markup / eReader Application



N/A = 

We are not using an additional ereader application in this evaluation. Google 

Chrome was used to access and evaluate this text.

Structural Markup: Checkpoint 6 C, eReader Application



7. Tables
☑Data tables include markup (e.g. tags or styles) that 

identifies row and column headers in a manner that is 

compatible with assistive technology 
STEPS:
1. Open the book with Google Chrome 

and activate NVDA
1. Locate a table
2. Use Table quick keys (T) to check 

if the program can recognize it as 
a table, then use other quick keys 
to check for all cells.

**Repeat the steps for 10 tables***



Pass = 

10/10 tables pass for structural markup. Tables were found in chapter 5 section 
2(3), section 4(5), and chapter 7 section 3(2). All tables were recognized by the 
screen NVDA when using the hot key “T” and allowed navigation through the table 
with the use of NVDA key commands. Google Chrome and the screen reader 
NVDA were used to access and evaluate this text.

Fail = 

0/10 tables pass for structural markup. Tables were found in chapter 5 section 2(3), 
section 4(5), and chapter 7 section 3(2). None of the evaluated tables were 
recognized by the screen NVDA when using the hot key “T”. However, all tables 
allowed navigation through the table with the use of NVDA key commands which is 
why this checkpoint received the score of 6. Google Chrome and the screen reader 
NVDA were used to access and evaluate this text.

Structural Markup: Checkpoint 7, Table Markup



•For within-book hyperlinks, mark the Pass/Fail cell as N/A

•All links in HTML are considered to be live 

8. Hyperlinks (Within Book)



N/A = 

All links within the HTML format are considered to be live hyperlinks. 

Google Chrome was used to access and evaluate this text.

Hyperlinks: Checkpoint 8, Within-book Hyperlinks



STEPS:

1. Navigate through hyperlinks using TAB key

2. Use ENTER key to select hyperlink

3. Check the location to which the link redirects to ensure that it is 

correct

☑For within-book hyperlinks, mark N/A: ALL links in HTML are 

considered to be live and on the internet

8. Hyperlinks (Live)



☑Functionality: Links (e.g. website or email addresses) within the 

text of the digital resource are rendered as active hyperlinks in a 

manner that allows them to be detected (using the tab key) and 

activated (using the enter key) with assistive technology. 

☑Check that the link redirects to the correct location

☑If the link is not accessed when using the tab button then fail this 

sub category

☑If the link does not redirect when the enter button is clicked then fail 

this sub category

8. Hyperlinks (Live)



☑Descriptive: The link is descriptive enough for the users to know where the 

link will take them. If the link appears as an URL = fail this sub-category.

• E.g. CSULB homepage

www.csulb.edu X

☑Checking for live hyperlinks (in-book links are live too)

❑ If the link appears as an URL = fail this sub category

❑ If the link itself is not descriptive enough to indicate the location then fail 

this sub category

8. Hyperlinks (Live)

www.csulb.edu
www.csulb.edu


1. Open the book with Google Chrome and activate NVDA
2. Locate a few hyperlinks
3. Use Links quick keys (TAB or Shift TAB) to check if the 

program can recognize it as a link, then press enter to see if 
the link functions correctly (takes you to the right location)

4. Tab through a total of 50 links from different section of the 
book to check for both functionality and descriptive name.

**If nothing happens then the link doesn’t work

8. Hyperlinks (Live)



Hyperlinks: Checkpoint 8, Hyperlink Functionality (Live)

Pass = 
50/50 live links pass for hyperlink functionality. Chapter 1 through 4 were used for this 
checkpoint. Passing links were found in chapter 1 section 2(15), section 3(12),section 4(13), 
chapter 2 section 3(3), chapter 3 section 1(2) and chapter 4 section 5(5). All links were able to be 
selected using both the "Tab" and "Enter" keys and redirected to the correct locations. Google 
Chrome was used to access the links online and evaluate this text.

Fail =
0/50 live links pass for hyperlink functionality. Chapter 1 through 4 were used for this checkpoint. 
Passing links were found in chapter 1 section 2(15), section 3(12),section 4(13), chapter 2 section 
3(3), chapter 3 section 1(2) and chapter 4 section 5(5). None of the links could be accessed using 
the tab key. Google Chrome was used to access the links online and evaluate this text.



Hyperlinks: Checkpoint 8, Hyperlink Descriptiveness (Live)

Pass = 
50/50 live links pass for hyperlink descriptiveness Chapter 1 through 4 were used for this 
checkpoint. Passing links were found in chapter 1 section 2(15), section 3(12),section 4(13), 
chapter 2 section 3(3), chapter 3 section 1(2) and chapter 4 section 5(5). All evaluated links 
clearly describe the location to which they redirect the user. Google Chrome was used to access 
the links online and evaluate this text.

Fail =
0/50 live links pass for hyperlink descriptiveness. Chapter 1 through 4 were used for this 
checkpoint. Passing links were found in chapter 1 section 2(15), section 3(12),section 4(13), 
chapter 2 section 3(3), chapter 3 section 1(2) and chapter 4 section 5(5). All of the links failed 
because they were in the form of URL addresses. Google Chrome was used to access the links 
online and evaluate this text.



9. Color & Contrast (Color Redundancy)

☑ Color redundancy (information is not conveyed by color 
alone) needs to be checked manually 

☑ Text content should not be distinguishable by color alone

☑ Consider the amount of failing content in each 
chapter/section when determining the score

E.g. 

Links are presented 

with color (blue) and 

underline.



Pass = 

5/5 chapters pass for color redundancy. Chapters 1 through 3 and 12 through 13 were 

used for this checkpoint. The evaluated chapters were color redundant. The only text 

content that required color redundancy were links which were both underlined and in 

brackets. Google Chrome was used to access and evaluate this text.

Fail = 

0/5 chapters pass for color redundancy. Chapters 1 through 3 and 12 through 13 were 

used for this checkpoint. The evaluated chapters were color not redundant. The only text 

content that required color redundancy were links which were not distinguishable from 

surrounding text aside from their blue coloring. Google Chrome was used to access and 

evaluate this text.

Color and Contrast: Checkpoint 9 A, Color Redundancy



9. Color & Contrast (Contrast Ratio)

☑ The visual presentation of text and images of text in the digital 

resource has a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1 (AA)

☑ Make sure your active window is in full screen and that you are 

at 100% zoom

☑ Large text (18 point +) has a contrast ratio of at least 3:1 (AA)

Normal text Large text

◉ Provide color combinations for passing and failing content

◉ Provide contrast ratios only for failing content



Color & Contrast (Contrast Ratio)
Colour Contrast Analyzer 
(CCA)
1. Download Colour 

Contrast Analyzer 
Tool 

2. Open the document 
you want to evaluate

3. Open the application

http://www.paciellogroup.com/resources/contrastanalyser


Color & Contrast (Contrast Ratio)
4. Make sure you are in 

the Result --
Luminosity mode.

5. Click the Foreground eye 
dropper tool, hover over 
and click the foreground 
color to select it.



Color & Contrast (Contrast Ratio)
6. Click the Background eye 

dropper tool, hover over 
and click the background 
color.

7. Determine if the text is 
greater than 18 points (e.g. 
Header).

Small text: Check under “Text” 
(AA)

Large text (18+): Check under 

“Large text” (AA)



Reporting Contrast results

When content passes, report the color combination but not the 

ratio:

“The blue text on white background passed.”

When content fails, report the color combination and the ratio:

“The blue text on blue background fails with a ratio of 2:1:1.”



Example Simple Image

When content passes, report the color combination but not the ratio:

“The simple image was found on page 45 and the black on white background 

passed with the Colour Contrast Analyzer.”

“The simple image found on page 91 passed with the black text on the blue 

background.”



Color and Contrast: Checkpoint 9 A, Headers

Contrast = 
This is a combined average of the following three subsections (Header, Text, and Simple Images). Google Chrome was used to 
access the text for this evaluation and the Colour Contrast Analyzer tool was used to determine contrast ratios.

A) Contrast – Headers = 

Pass = 
3/3 Header color combinations pass for color contrast. Chapters 5 though 8 were used for this checkpoint. The passing header 
color combinations were black text on a white background, black text on a light green background, and dark blue text on a light 
grey background. Google Chrome was used to access the text for this evaluation and the Colour Contrast Analyzer tool was used 
to determine contrast ratios.

Fail =
1/3 Header color combinations pass for color contrast. Chapters 5 though 8 were used for this checkpoint. The passing header 
color combination was black text on a white background. The failing header color combinations were light green text on a light 
blue background with a contrast ratio of 1.27:1, and light orange text on a light blue background with a contrast ratio of 1.18:1. 
Google Chrome was used to access the text for this evaluation and the Colour Contrast Analyzer tool was used to determine 
contrast ratios.



Color and Contrast: Checkpoint 9 B, Text

B) Contrast – Text = 

Pass = 
3/3 Text color combinations pass for color contrast. Chapters 5 though 8 were used for this checkpoint. The 
passing text color combinations were black text on a white background, black text on a light green background, 
and dark blue text on a light grey background. Google Chrome was used to access the text for this evaluation 
and the Colour Contrast Analyzer tool was used to determine contrast ratios.

Fail =
1/3 Text color combinations pass for color contrast. Chapters 5 though 8 were used for this checkpoint. The 
passing text color combination was black text on a white background. The failing text color combinations were 
light green text on a light blue background with a contrast ratio of 1.27:1, and light orange text on a light blue 
background with a contrast ratio of 1.18:1. Google Chrome was used to access the text for this evaluation and 
the Colour Contrast Analyzer tool was used to determine contrast ratios.



Color and Contrast: Checkpoint 9 C, Simple Images 

C) Contrast – Simple Images = 

Pass = 
2/2 Simple images pass for color contrast. Chapters 5 though 8 were used for this checkpoint. Simple images 
were found in chapter 5 section 2.1 and chapter 8 section 2.9. The passing color combinations for simple 
images was black on a white background. Google Chrome was used to access the text for this evaluation and 
the Colour Contrast Analyzer tool was used to determine contrast ratios.

Fail =
1/2 Simple images pass for color contrast. Chapters 5 though 8 were used for this checkpoint. Simple images 
were found in chapter 5 section 2.1 and chapter 8 section 2.9. The passing color combination for the simple 
image in chapter 5 section 2.1 was black on a white background. The failing color combination for the simple 
image in chapter 8 section 2.9 was light green on a light blue background with a contrast ratio of 1.27:1. 
Google Chrome was used to access the text for this evaluation and the Colour Contrast Analyzer tool was used 
to determine contrast ratios.



10. Language

Part A, Markup:

☑ The text of the digital resource includes markup that declares the 

language of the content in a manner that is compatible with assistive 

technology

Part B, Passage Markup:

☑ If the digital resource includes passages in a foreign language, these 

passages include markup that declares the language in a manner 

that is compatible with assistive technology 



10. Language
STEPS:
1. Open the book you want to evaluate in your browser

2. Click on Browser Menu > more tools > view source

(If you prefer: simply press the “ctrl” key and the “U” key)

3. Press on Ctrl + F to search 

4. Type in lang=“ 

5. Look for lang=“language code” 
ex: lang=“en”



10. Language
1. Open the book you want to evaluate in your browser

2. Click on Browser Menu > more tools > view source (or Ctrl+U)



10. Language
4. Press on Ctrl + F to search 

5. Type in lang=“ 

6. Look for lang=“language code” 
ex: lang=“en”



Language: Checkpoint 10 A, Markup

A – Markup:

Fail = 

Language markup failed. There is not a language declaration present in the 

source code of the text indicating which language is used. Google Chrome 

was used to access and evaluate this text.

Pass = 

Language markup passed. There is a language declaration present in the 

source code of the text indicating which language is used. The language is 

marked-up as Lang=“en”. Google Chrome was used to access and evaluate 

this text.



B – Passage Markup:

N/A = 

There were no passages found within the text that were in a foreign language. Google Chrome was 

used to access and evaluate this text.

Fail = 

Language markup failed. There is not a language declaration present in the source code of the text 

indicating which language is used for the foreign language passages. Google Chrome was used to 

access and evaluate this text.

Pass = 

Language markup passed. There is a language declaration present in the source code of the text 

indicating which language is used for the foreign language passages. The language is marked-up as 

Lang=“sp” and ”fr”. Google Chrome was used to access and evaluate this text.

Language: Checkpoint 10 B, Passage Markup 



11. Images
☑Non-decorative images have alternative text that is 

compatible with assistive technology (or is rendered by an 
application such as a browser, media player, or reader that 
offers this functionality) 

☑A non-decorative image is an image that is directly related 
and relevant to the text content



☑Decorative images are marked with null alternate text 
or contain markup that allows them to be ignored by 
assistive technology 

☑Decorative images are images that are not related in 
any way to the content of the text

☑Complex images, charts, and graphs have longer text 
descriptions that are compatible with assistive 
technology 

11. Images



◉ Check manually: Make sure the descriptions for the images 
are descriptive enough for both non-decorative images and 
complex images.

◉ Rule of thumb: if the image cannot be described in one 

sentence, it’s complex!

◉ The NVDA command key to identify images is “G”

◉ Use this command key to determine if the image is 

recognized by NVDA

11. Images



• For both Non-decorative and Complex images:

•There should be an alt tag that contains a description of the image content

•To check the alt tag:

•Have the Google Extension read the image and see if the image contains a 

description

•Manually right click on the image using the mouse and select inspect image 

and check the alt tag <img alt “  “>. The description should be within the 

quotation marks.

• If there is not an alt tag but the image is described within the surrounding text then the 

image would pass but you must include a statement that the image does not have an 

alt tag in your write-up and lower the passing score

11. Images



Picture Examples

Non-Decorative

Adds something to the content and can 

easily be described

Complex

Adds something to the content and takes more 

than one sentence to explain

Decorative

Does not add to the knowledge gained in 

a section.



Non-decorative/Complex Images

<p><span class="image-wrapper 

inline-image">

<img alt="" src="https://ka-

perseus-

images.s3.amazonaws.com/d8ed101f92c

5347c9691bd1b8b71eafca12730c4.jpg" 

/>

<span class="image-caption">James 

Tissot, <em>London Visitors</em>, 

1874, oil on canvas, 160 x 114 cm 

(Toledo Art Museum)

</span></span>

• A description of the image should 

be found within the image alt tag 

quotations: <img alt= “ “>



11. Images Additional Check

STEPS:

1. Open W3C Markup Validation Service in your browser 

2. Open the eBook you want to evaluate in your browser

3. Copy the eBook URL and paste it into the URL address box 
within the W3C validator tool to evaluate

4. Look for error messages related to images.
If there are no error messages, the page passes.

5. You must copy the eBook URL for each page evaluated  



Images (Additional Check)

1. Open W3C in your browser 
https://validator.w3.org/#validate_by_uri

https://validator.w3.org/#validate_by_uri


Images (Additional Check)

2. Open the eBook you want to evaluate in your browser

3. Copy the eBook URL into the URL address box



4. Click on Check

5. Look for error messages related to what you want to check for

Images (Additional Check)



6. Look for error messages related 
to images. If there are no error 
messages, the page passes. 

7. Include the number of errors 
found in the report

Images (Additional Check)



Images: Checkpoint 11 A, Non-Decorative Images

Non-decorative images present: 

Pass = 
3/3 non-decorative images pass. Chapters 1 through 3 were used for this checkpoint. All 3 images were found 
in chapter 3. No errors were found by the W3C evaluator in chapters 1 through 3. All images have text 
descriptions that are sufficiently read by the screen reader NVDA. All 3 images had alt tags that contained 
descriptions of the image. Google Chrome, NVDA and the W3C validator service were used to access and 
evaluate this text

Fail =
0/3 non- decorative images pass Chapters 1 through 3 were used for this checkpoint. All 3 images were found 
in chapter 3. Three image errors were found by the W3C evaluator in chapter 3 relating to the images alt tag. 
Text description for all of the images were not sufficiently read by the screen reader NVDA and the alt tags 
contained URL addresses. Google Chrome, NVDA and the W3C validator service were used to access and 
evaluate this text.

Non-decorative images not present: 

N/A = 
There were no non-decorative images found within this text. Google Chrome, NVDA and the W3C validator 
service were used to access and evaluate this text.



Decorative images present: 

Pass = 
3/3 decorative images pass. Chapters 1 through 3 were used for this checkpoint. All 3 images were found in 
chapter 3. No errors were found by the W3C evaluator in chapters 1 through 3. All images are skipped and not 
read by the screen reader NVDA. All 3 images had alt tags that were empty allowing the images to be ignored. 
Google Chrome, NVDA and the W3C validator service were used to access and evaluate this text

Fail =
0/3 decorative images pass Chapters 1 through 3 were used for this checkpoint. All 3 images were found in 
chapter 3. No errors were found by the W3C evaluator in chapters 1 through 3. The the alt tags contained URL 
addresses that were read by the screen reader NVDA instead of skipping the images. Google Chrome, NVDA 
and the W3C validator service were used to access and evaluate this text

Decorative images not present: 

N/A = 
There were no decorative images found within this text. Google Chrome, NVDA and the W3C validator service 
were used to access and evaluate this text.

Images: Checkpoint 11 B, Decorative Images



Complex images present: 

Pass = 
3/3 complex images pass. Chapters 1 through 3 were used for this checkpoint. All 3 images were found in 
chapter 3. No errors were found by the W3C evaluator in chapters 1 through 3. All images have longer text 
descriptions that are sufficiently read by the screen reader NVDA. All 3 images had alt tags that contained 
descriptions of the image. Google Chrome, NVDA and the W3C validator service were used to access and 
evaluate this text

Fail =
0/3 complex images pass Chapters 1 through 3 were used for this checkpoint. All 3 images were found in 
chapter 3. Three image errors were found by the W3C evaluator in chapter 3 relating to the images alt tag. Text 
description for all of the images were not sufficiently read by the screen reader NVDA and the alt tags 
contained URL addresses. Google Chrome, NVDA and the W3C validator service were used to access and 
evaluate this text.

Complex images not present: 

N/A = 
There were no complex images found within this text. Google Chrome, NVDA and the W3C validator service 
were used to access and evaluate this text.

Images: Checkpoint 11 C, Complex Images



12. Multimedia

☑ Part A: A synchronized text track (e.g. open or closed 

captions) is provided with all video content

☑ Part B: A transcript is provided with all audio content

☑ Part C: Audio/video content is delivered via a media 

player that is compatible with assistive technology



12. Multimedia (Text Track)
1. Find multimedia
2. Search for availability of a text track



Multimedia (Text track) present: 

Pass = 

3/3 multimedia pass for text track. The entire text was used for this checkpoint. Only three multimedia were 

found and they were in chapter 4 section 3, chapter 9 section 2, and chapter 15 section 5. All multimedia 

included a text track that could be enabled by the user. Google Chrome was used to access and evaluate 

this text.

Fail =

0/3 multimedia pass for text track. The entire text was used for this checkpoint. Only three multimedia were 

found and they were in chapter 4 section 3, chapter 9 section 2, and chapter 15 section 5. The multimedia did 

not include a text track that could be enabled by the user. Google Chrome was used to access and evaluate 

this text.

Multimedia (text track) not present: 

N/A = 

There were no multimedia found within this text. Google Chrome was used to access and evaluate this text.

Multimedia: Checkpoint 12 A, Text Track



12. Multimedia (Transcript)
1. Find multimedia
2. Search for availability of a transcript



12. Multimedia (Transcript)



Multimedia (Transcript) present: 

Pass = 

3/3 multimedia pass for transcript. The entire text was used for this checkpoint. Only three multimedia were 

found and they were in chapter 4 section 3, chapter 9 section 2, and chapter 15 section 5. All multimedia 

included a transcript of the audio content that could be enabled by the user. Google Chrome was used to 

access and evaluate this text.

Fail =

0/3 multimedia pass for transcript. The entire text was used for this checkpoint. Only three multimedia were 

found and they were in chapter 4 section 3, chapter 9 section 2, and chapter 15 section 5. The multimedia did 

not include a transcript of the audio content that could be enabled by the user. Google Chrome was used to 

access and evaluate this text.

Multimedia (Transcript) not present: 

N/A = 

There were no multimedia found within this text. Google Chrome was used to access and evaluate this text.

Multimedia: Checkpoint 12 B, Transcript



12. Multimedia Assistive Player

☑ Audio/video content is delivered via a media player that is 

compatible with assistive technology

**Mark as N/A: We are not using an assistive player for 
this evaluation**



Multimedia: Checkpoint 12 C, Assistive Player

N/A = 

We are not using as assistive player for this evaluation. Google 

Chrome was used to access and evaluate this text.



13. Flickering

☑Resources should not contain anything that flashes 

more than three times in any one-second period

☑ If any content within the eBook flashes more than 3 

times in a 1 seconds period then Fail this checkpoint



Flickering: Checkpoint 13, Flickering

Pass = 

No content was found to flicker during the evaluation of this text. The entire text was used 

for this checkpoint. Google Chrome was used to access and evaluate this text.

Fail = 

During the evaluation of this text certain content was found to flicker. The entire text was 

used for this checkpoint. Flickering content was found on the table of contents page and 

on the introduction page of chapters 3, 7, and 12. The specified locations contained 

advertisements in the margins that flashed. Google Chrome was used to access and 

evaluate this text.



14. STEM

STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math

☑Markup: STEM content is marked up in a manner that 

is compatible with assistive technology

☑Notation Markup: The resource conveys both the 

notation (presentation) and meaning (semantics) of the 

STEM content



14. STEM
For BOTH Markup and Notation:

1. Select a STEM content in the text

2. Use NVDA to read the STEM content

3. Repeat the steps to check for 10 STEM content in each sub-
section (figures, graphs, tables, and equations)

◉ Only evaluate 10 each and if there are not 10 then indicate 
how many were evaluated and the reason

◉ Check the entire eBook for STEM content



STEM Figures

Markup
Markup Notation



Classifying STEM

Remember, the markup will tell you how to classify 

content. If it is marked as Figure, it is a Figure. 



☑STEM content is marked up in a manner that is 

compatible with assistive technology (NVDA)

STEPS:

1. Manually check that the following have a label, 
description or tag that can be accessed by NVDA

• STEM: Figures, Graphs, Equations, and Tables

14. STEM Markup



14. STEM Markup

The STEM content should have a label, description or tag



This equation would fail for markup (none present), but it could pass for notation mark 

up if it was read correctly using the screen reader NVDA.

14. STEM Mark-up



STEM: Checkpoint 14 A, Markup

If STEM is present: 

Pass = 

10/10 STEM figures/graphs/equations/tables pass for markup. The STEM figures were found in chapters 4 section 3(4), 

chapter 7 section 4(2) and section 6(2), and chapter 9 section 1(2). All figures included a markup that was able to be 

read using the screen reader NVDA. Google Chrome and the screen reader NVDA were used to access and evaluate 

this text.

Fail = 

0/10 STEM figures/graphs/equations/tables pass for markup. The STEM figures were found in chapters 4 section 3(4), 

chapter 7 section 4(2) and section 6(2), and chapter 9 section 1(2). All figures failed to provide a markup that was able 

to be read using the screen reader NVDA. Google Chrome and the screen reader NVDA were used to access and 

evaluate this text.

If STEM is not present: 

N/A = 

There were no STEM Figures/Tables/Graphs/Equations found within this text. Google Chrome and the screen reader 

NVDA were used to access and evaluate this text.



☑The resource conveys both the notation (presentation) 

and meaning (semantics) of the STEM content

☑Manually check that the following have a description 
that conveys notation and meaning

• Figures
• Graphs
• Tables
• Equations

14. STEM Notation Markup



14. STEM
STEPS:
1. Open up the book with Google 

Chrome
2. Locate a STEM content
3. Select the sentence right 

before the content
4. Use NVDA +     to start 

reading at current location
5. Check if the reader reads the 

content correctly



STEM

If the image itself does 
not contain an Alt tag but 
the content/text around it 
does have a notation 
(presentation) and 
meaning (semantics) of 
the STEM content with 
good description then we 
may PASS it with a note 
included.



STEM: Checkpoint 14 B, Markup Notation

If STEM is present: 

Pass = 

10/10 STEM figures/graphs/equations/tables pass for markup notation. The STEM figures were found in chapters 4 

section 3(4), chapter 7 section 4(2) and section 6(2), and chapter 9 section 1(2). All figures included text descriptions 

that were able to be read using the screen reader NVDA. All STEM content failed to provide alt tags which is why 

although this checkpoint passed it received a score of 8. Google Chrome and the screen reader NVDA were used to 

access and evaluate this text.

Fail = 

0/10 STEM figures/graphs/equations/tables pass for markup notation. The STEM figures were found in chapters 4 

section 3(4), chapter 7 section 4(2) and section 6(2), and chapter 9 section 1(2). All figures failed to provide text 

descriptions that were able to be read using the screen reader NVDA. None of the STEM content provided alt tags. 

Google Chrome and the screen reader NVDA were used to access and evaluate this text.

If STEM is not present: 

N/A = 

There were no STEM Figures/Tables/Graphs/Equations found within this text. Google Chrome and the screen reader 

NVDA were used to access and evaluate this text.



15. Interactive Elements

☑Keyboard
Interactive elements allow for keyboard-only operation 
WITH and WITHOUT assistive tech

STEPS:
1. Use the TAB key to navigate the menu
2. Items that are selected will have a box around the link 
3. Use the ENTER key to select a link or other item

***As Applicable: 
If there is no Interactive Elements, mark N/A on the report***



Interactive Element Example

The CSULB Campus Map

Campus structures can be 

navigated through using the 

“Tab” key and selected using 

the “Enter” key



Interactive Elements: Checkpoint 15 A, Keyboard

If interactive elements are present:

Pass = 

1/1 interactive elements pass for keyboard operation. There was only one interactive element found within 

this text and it was found in chapter 3 section 4.3. The interactive element allowed for keyboard only 

operation using the “Tab” and “Enter” keys to navigate and select components. Google Chrome was used to 

access and evaluate this text.

Fail = 

0/1 interactive elements pass for keyboard operation. There was only one interactive element found within 

this text and it was found in chapter 3 section 4.3. The interactive element did not allow for keyboard only 

operation using the “Tab” and “Enter” keys to navigate and select components. The user was required to use 

a mouse to interact with the element. Google Chrome was used to access and evaluate this text.

If interactive elements are not present: 

N/A = 

There were no interactive elements found within this text. Google Chrome was used to access and evaluate 

this text.



Interactive Elements

☑Markup
Each interactive element conveys information to 
assistive technology regarding the element’s
☑name
☑type
☑status

***As Applicable: 
If there is no Interactive Elements, mark N/A on the report***



Interactive Elements: Checkpoint 15 B, Markup

If interactive elements are present:

Pass = 

1/1 interactive elements pass for markup. There was only one interactive element found within this text and it 

was found in chapter 3 section 4.3. The interactive element allowed for the identification of its name and 

status when using the screen reader NVDA. Google Chrome and the screen reader NVDA were used to 

access and evaluate this text. 

Fail = 

0/1 interactive elements pass for keyboard operation. There was only one interactive element found within 

this text and it was found in chapter 3 section 4.3. The interactive element did not allow for the identification of 

the elements name or status when using the screen reader NVDA. Google Chrome and the screen reader 

NVDA were used to access and evaluate this text. 

If interactive elements are not present: 

N/A = 

There were no interactive elements found within this text. Google Chrome and the screen reader NVDA were 

used to access and evaluate this text. 



Interactive Elements

☑Text prompts
The following are conveyed with assistive technology:
☑Instructions
☑Prompts
☑Error messages

***As Applicable: 
If there is no Interactive Elements, mark N/A on the report***



Interactive Elements: Checkpoint 15 , Text Prompts

If interactive elements are present:

Pass = 

1/1 interactive elements pass for markup. There was only one interactive element found within this text and it 

was found in chapter 3 section 4.3. The instructions and text prompts displayed by the interactive element 

were able to be read by the screen reader NVDA. Google Chrome and the screen reader NVDA were used to 

access and evaluate this text. 

Fail = 

0/1 interactive elements pass for keyboard operation. There was only one interactive element found within 

this text and it was found in chapter 3 section 4.3. The instructions and text prompts displayed by the 

interactive element were not able to be read by the screen reader NVDA. Google Chrome and the screen 

reader NVDA were used to access and evaluate this text. 

If interactive elements are not present: 

N/A = 

There were no interactive elements found within this text. Google Chrome and the screen reader NVDA were 

used to access and evaluate this text. 


